
 

Meeting contact Nina Neisser on 01257 515140 or email nina.neisser@chorley.gov.uk 

 
 
 

Executive Cabinet 
Thursday, 14th July 2022, 6.30 pm 
Council Chamber, Town Hall, Chorley, and YouTube   
 

Agenda 
  

Apologies for absence 
 

1 Declarations of Any Interests 
 

 

 Members are reminded of their responsibility to declare any pecuniary interest 
in respect of matters contained in this agenda. 
 
If you have a pecuniary interest you must withdraw from the meeting. Normally 
you should leave the room before the business starts to be discussed. You do, 
however, have the same right to speak as a member of the public and may 
remain in the room to enable you to exercise that right and then leave 
immediately. In either case you must not seek to improperly influence a 
decision on the matter. 

 

 

2 Public Questions 
 

 

 Members of the public who have requested the opportunity to ask a 
question(s) on an item(s) on the agenda will have three minutes to put their 
question(s) to the respective Executive Member(s).  Each member of the 
public will be allowed to ask one short supplementary question.   

 

 

Items of Deputy Executive Leader and Executive Member (Resources) 
(Introduced by Councillor Peter Wilson) 

 
3 Key Contracts and Partnerships Update 
 

(Pages 5 - 12) 

 To receive and consider the report of the Director of Change and Delivery. 

 
 

4 Approval to go out to Tender for Remedial Repairs to Brinscall 
Pool Concrete Floors 

 

(Pages 13 - 28) 

 To receive and consider the report of the Director of Commercial Services. 

 
 

5 Approval to Procure and Award Contract to undertake 
Reconfiguration Works to Strawberry Fields Digital Office 

 

(Pages 29 - 36) 

 To receive and consider the report of the Director of Commercial Services. 

 
 

6 Exclusion of the Public and Press 
 

 

 To consider the exclusion of the press and public for the following items of  



business on the ground that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local 
Government Act 1972.  
 
By Virtue of Paragraph 3: Information relating to the financial or business 
affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) 
Condition: 
Information is not exempt if it is required to be registered under- 
The Companies Act 1985  
The Friendly Societies Act 1974  
The Friendly Societies Act 1992  
The Industrial and Provident Societies Acts 1965 to 1978  
The Building Societies Act 1986 (recorded in the public file of any building 
society, within the meaning of the Act)  
The Charities Act 1993 
Information is exempt to the extent that, in all the circumstances of the case, 
the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in 
disclosing the information. 
 
Information is not exempt if it relates to proposed development for which the 
local planning authority may grant itself planning permission pursuant to 
Regulation 3 of the Town & Country Planning General Regulations 1992(a). 

 
Items of Deputy Executive Leader and Executive Member (Resources) 
(Introduced by Councillor Peter Wilson) 

 
7 Confidential Appendix for Key Contracts and Partnerships Update 
 

(Pages 37 - 48) 

 To receive and consider the confidential appendix for the Key Contracts and 
Partnerships Update considered in Part 1 of this agenda. 

 

 

8 Confidential version of Approval to go out to Tender for Remedial 
Repairs to Brinscall Pool Concrete Floors 

 

(Pages 49 - 64) 

 To receive and consider the confidential version of the report of the Director of 
Commercial Services considered in Part 1 of this agenda. 

 

 

9 Confidential version of Approval to Procure and Award Contract to 
undertake Reconfiguration Works to Strawberry Fields Digital 
Office 

 

(Pages 65 - 72) 

 To receive and consider the confidential version of the report of the Director of 
Commercial Services considered in Part 1 of this agenda. 

 

 

10 Approval for Contract Award for Parking Enforcement & Cash 
Collection Services 

 

(Pages 73 - 84) 

 To receive and consider the report of the Director of Commercial Services. 

 
 

Item of Executive Member (Homes and Housing) (Introduced by 
Councillor Terry Howarth) 

 
11 Proposal of Rent and Service Costs for Tatton Gardens 
 

(Pages 85 - 
108) 

 To receive and consider the report of the Director of Commercial Services. 

 
 



12 Any urgent business previously agreed with the Chair   
 

 

 

Gary Hall  

Chief Executive 
 
Electronic agendas sent to Members of the Executive Cabinet Councillor Alistair Bradley (Chair), 
Councillor Peter Wilson (Vice-Chair) and Councillors Beverley Murray, Terry Howarth, 
Alistair Morwood and Adrian Lowe.  
 

If you need this information in a different format, such as larger print or 
translation, please get in touch on 515151 or chorley.gov.uk 
 
To view the procedure for public questions/ speaking click here and scroll to page 119 
 
To view the procedure for “call-in” of Executive Decisions click here  
 

https://democracy.chorley.gov.uk/documents/g8112/Public%20reports%20pack%2008th-Jan-2020%20Constitution.pdf?T=10&Info=1
https://democracy.chorley.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CId=117&Year=0
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Key Contracts and Partnerships Update 
 

Is this report confidential? Partly  
Appendix A (included in part 2 of this 
agenda) is exempt by virtue of paragraph 3, 
information relating to the financial or 
business affairs of any particular person.   

 

Is this decision key? No 
 

 

Purpose of the Report 
 

1. To provide an update on the performance of the council’s key partnership 
arrangements. 

 
Recommendations to Executive Cabinet  
 

2. That the report be noted. 
 
Reasons for recommendations 
 

3. To ensure effective monitoring of the council’s key contracts and partnerships. 
 

Other options considered and rejected 
 

4. No other options have been considered as this report is only for information.  
 
Executive summary 
 

5. The key partnerships performance report is produced in accordance with the 
requirements of the council’s key contracts and partnerships framework. It informs 
members of: 

i. The performance of the council’s key partnerships against targets set for the 
current year; 

ii. Any emerging issues  

iii. An assessment of the key partner’s financial strength and stability. 

6. Overall, the performance of all key partnerships is strong, and the financial assessment 
of the partnerships are positive with the financial standing of all key partnerships 
monitored in Appendix A. There have been several successes across the key 

Report of Meeting Date 

Director of Change and 

Delivery 

(Introduced by Executive 

Member (Resources)) 

Executive Cabinet Thursday, 14 July 2022 
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partnerships over the last 12 months including moving to a shared payroll and expenses 
provider, procuring a shared contract for Capita and implementing a Select Move Co-
ordinator.   

Corporate priorities 
 

7. The report relates to the following corporate priorities: 
 

Involving residents in improving their local 

area and equality of access for all 

A strong local economy 

Clean, safe and healthy communities An ambitious council that does more to 

meet the needs of residents and the local 

area 

 

Background to the report 
 

8. Key partnerships are those partnerships that are especially significant due to their 
financial value, scale of resources involved, the length of contract term or whether they 
deliver a core service.  

 

9. To ensure that they are closely monitored, the Council’s framework for partnership 
working sets out a range of controls and measures. These safeguard the success of 
partnerships and ensure that they achieve the Council’s priorities and goals outlined in 
the Corporate Strategy including the digital strategy, shared services and the green 
agenda. 

   

10. Where key partnerships do not already have arrangements in place to report to 
Executive Cabinet, Transformation and Partnerships will work with relevant services to 
produce regular performance reports on key partnerships.  

 

11. The previous update to Executive Cabinet on Key Partnerships was in January 2022. 
This annual update now aligns reporting of contracts that are shared between Chorley 
Council and South Ribble Council under the shared service arrangements to be 
reported annually as per the framework.  

Key Partnerships’ Performance 

12. This section provides a summary of the performance of each of the key partnerships. 
A summarised update in table form can be found in Appendix A, which also details 
monitoring arrangements and financial standing.  

FCC 

13. FCC Environment provide the waste and recycling collection service for the Chorley 
borough. Previous objectives for the contract included devising and implementing a 
new waste & recycling strategy, continuing to review waste service provision, and to 
achieve the missed bins performance target of 30 per 100,000. 

 

14. The development of the Waste & Recycling strategy and the review of service 
provision are ongoing and will ensure the service complies with new legislation in 
relation to the Environment Act 2021. 
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15. The service has yet to achieve the missed bins performance target of 30 per 100,000 

although FCC Environment are still subject to this target as per their contract and 
general performance remains strong overall.  

 

16. Future uncertainties include HGV driver shortages, due to difficulty with recruitment 
and retention within the sector, and the impact of the changes to the insourced South 
Ribble Waste Service which operates out of the same depot. Performance measures 
remain part of the contract with FCC, with financial penalties if the targets are not 
reached.  

 

17. Objectives for 2022/23 are to deliver the Waste & Recycling strategy within the 
financial year, and to continue reviewing the waste service provision, aligning and 
improving services where appropriate.  

Duxbury Golf Course 

18. Parkwood Leisure Ltd. manage the Duxbury Park Golf Course which is owned by 
Chorley Council. Previous objectives for the contract included monitoring operational 
performance following organisational changes, embedding partnership meetings 
between the Council and Parkwood Leisure Ltd. and to work with partners to further 
the delivery of the second phase of the Driving Range. 

 

19. Since the January 2022 update, there have been no reported issues around 
operational performance, and the changes have provided opportunities for improved 
partnership working. In addition, the second phase of the Driving Range has been 
delivered which enables a fully functioning driving range for the borough. Some 
adjustments were made to the scope of the project to accommodate for rising material 
costs. The Driving Range, as well as the Adventure Play Area, will provide increased 
leisure options for the local area.  

 

20. The financial risk of the contract was re-evaluated whilst making changes to the lease 
to enable the payment of grant funding and was found to be low risk. 

 

21. Objectives for 2022/23 are to continue embedding the partnership work with regular 
meetings, and to maintain the strong existing relations between the Council and 
Parkwood Leisure ltd. This will allow for improved communication, and early 
identification of any further opportunities for collaboration. 

Blackpool Council  

22. Blackpool Council provides the payroll and expenses service for all employees and 
elected members. Previous objectives for the contract were to launch a shared payroll 
system across Chorley Council and South Ribble Borough Council, commence a 
phased implementation of a shared time management system across the councils and 
leisure company, and continuing to monitor and test for any errors.  

 

23. The shared payroll system went live in April 2022 as planned. This will allow for more 
consistent ways of working, with one system across the two councils and leisure 
companies. It also offers administrative efficiencies for the HR and Finance teams. The 
phased introduction of a shared time management system (HFX) is ongoing. 

 

24. Objectives for 2022/23 are to continue the phased implementation of HFX (shared time 
management system) across the councils and leisure company and to continue 
monitoring the new changes and test for any errors. 
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Civica 

25. Civica provides the core financial systems and maintenance for both Chorley and 
South Ribble Councils.  

 

26. Previous objectives for the contract included rolling out the web-client, reorganising the 
system to align the structure with Shared Services, and an audit of accounts payable 
(ensuring GDPR compliance and avoiding duplicated invoices).  

 
27. The audit of Accounts Payable and amendments to the system structure have been 

completed. The contract with Civica has historically been a rolling annual contract from 
April to March. This does not provide long-term security in terms of costs. Therefore, 
the Finance team is looking to procure a longer- term contract, with the aim of 
procuring a cloud-based system.  

 

28. Any risks identified with the new supplier would be mitigated through the tender 
process to ensure the supplier is compliant with Council needs.   

 

29. Objectives for 2022/23 will be to go out for tender for a new financial system, with the 
aim of procuring a cloud-based system which can be accessed through the internet 
and by mobile devices. This will provide improved digital security and business 
continuity, and also offer opportunities to streamline and automate current processes.    

Select Move 

30. Select Move provides a choice-based lettings allocation scheme, operating across 
Chorley, South Ribble and Preston. Part of this partnership is commissioning Civica as 
the software provider for the housing register and homeless database.  

 

31. The previous objective for Select Move partnership was to deliver the 
recommendations of the Scrutiny Committee. A Scrutiny Committee Select Move Task 
Group was created to develop recommendations for the next year with a draft report 
due in September which will summarise the committee’s recommendations. Themes 
mentioned thus far include queries around bandings, eligibility criteria, and photos for 
properties on the Select Move website.  

 
32. Revising the allocations policy is ongoing and will consider the banding and eligibility 

criteria, with the consultant who is supporting the development of the policy scheduled 
to attend the Task Group in July. Themes discussed so far by the task group will be 
addressed by policy changes, and the adoption of the policy will be for decision by 
Executive Cabinet after scrutiny’s final report of recommendations.  

 
33. The front-facing system is no longer optimised due to Internet Explorer not being 

supported. The current system is still functional, with partners and the public still using 
the website via Microsoft Edge. A new system will be implemented by the end of the 
calendar year. 

 
34. An ongoing issue the partnership is experiencing is insufficient housing numbers to 

meet demand. The choice to move to a tiered financial system has helped to 
encourage smaller social landlords to join the partnership, but waiting lists remain long. 
There is ongoing activity to encourage landlords to join, such as the lower rates for 
public sector landlords with smaller property numbers.  

 
35. Objectives for 2022/23 are to implement the front-facing system changes, to agree and 

update the allocations policy, and to review Chorley Scrutiny Committee’s 
recommendations and consider implementation.  
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IDOX 

36. IDOX provides the software for planning, land charges, environment, and licensing 

software (regulatory services). 

 

37. Previous objectives for the contract were to continue the integration into the new DMS 

(Document Management System) system and align modules across Chorley Council 

and South Ribble Borough Council, where appropriate.  

 

38. A 12-month contract has been procured to align to South Ribble as part of the single 

operating model, with the aim of procuring a shared contract after this period.  

 

39. The new DMS system is now in place, but the previous objective of aligning modules 

will commence once the shared contract is in place. The shared contract will align 

modules and drive service efficiencies.  

 

40. Objectives for 2022/23 are to procure a shared contract for the two councils and to 

align modules and processes once the shared contract is procured. 

NEC  

41. There are two contracts with NEC, previously called Northgate, included within the key 
contracts and partnerships framework:  

 
i. Provision of Electric Document Management System (EDMS) software, which 

is a desktop software package and 
  

ii. Provision of Docs Online, a contract for remote scanning of correspondence 
and information.  

EDMS (Electric Document Management System) 

42. NEC provide the EDMS software, which is a desktop software package.  

 

43. The previous objective for the EDMS was to procure a shared contract with South 

Ribble Borough Council, which has been completed with a five-year shared contract 

now in place.  

 

44. The new contract will provide key benefits, such as improved resilience due to the 

contract being cloud-based. Benefits include continued access in the case of an 

outage with Council systems, and reduced maintenance on premises hardware. The 

data held within the system is categorised by authority in case it needs to be 

separated.  

 

45. Objectives for 2022/23 are to migrate to the new cloud system.  

Docs Online 

46. Docs Online provides the DOL Managed Service (docs online). There is a twelve-

month contract in place currently.  

 

47. The previous objectives were to continue the back-scanning work for property services 

which has now been completed. While back-scanning works are ongoing, these are 
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done outside the set contract, with the contract in place to scan correspondence for 

the Revenues and Benefits function. This provides increased security and capacity 

compared to storing copies of correspondence for manual indexing by staff.  

 

48. Objectives for 2022/23 are to continue using the service to help reduce reliance on 

paper and maintain digital security.  

Capita 

49. Capita provides the Revenues and Benefits Software and a Remote Support Service.  

 

50. Previous objectives were to align software modules across Chorley and South Ribble 

where appropriate, to implement and monitor the move across to the cloud- based 

system, and to continue to enhance modules for Council Tax Automation (including 

change of address automation.) 

 

51. The contract is scheduled to move across to a new cloud-based system in August 

2022 and will then be monitored for issues after implementation. Key benefits of this 

include increased automation through the implementation of new modules, aligning 

ways of working for the shared environment, and improved resilience through a cloud-

based system.  

 

52. The alignment of software modules is ongoing, with new modules implemented at 

South Ribble. Further modules are due for testing over Q2 for Benefits and Council 

Tax automation for both councils, which will enable further efficiencies to be realised. 

 

53. The objectives for 2022/23 are to move across to the cloud system in August 2022, to 

monitor the online experience once implemented, and to continue to align modules 

where appropriate. 

 
Shared Services 

54. Shared services is the partnership between Chorley Council and South Ribble 
Borough Council, two sovereign councils working together with shared functions to 
deliver excellent and efficient council services. 

 

55. Objectives set out in the initial position statement included embedding the Phase 2 
Services (ICT and Customer Services & Revenues and Benefits), and to work with 
Members to identify future opportunities for shared services.  

 

56. Councils agreed the approach for the future development for shared services in 
February 2022. These included agreeing additional capacity for the Senior 
Management Team through two director level posts. The two senior posts have both 
been successfully appointed, with both successful candidates in post.  In addition, 
there was an agreement to move forward further shared services, taking a measured 
approach, alongside a whole organisation review of management capacity.  

 

57. ICT was implemented as a shared service in November 2021 and Customer Services 
on 1st March 2022. There have been initial issues with capacity which have impacted 
on embedding the shared operation model for these services due to vacancies within 
the teams. Recruitment to vacant posts is ongoing across Customer Services and ICT, 
with posts expected to be filled and starting in post over the summer, and an induction 
and development programme is being delivered to further embed these services.  
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58. Proposals for Phase 3 of shared services have been drafted and are due to be 

presented to the Shared Services Joint Committee on the 27 June prior to Council in 
July. Proposals for the management capacity review will be presented to both councils.  

 
59. Objectives for 2022/23 are to continue exploring opportunities for sharing in line with 

agreed plans for phase three of shared services, and to continue to embed phase two 
services.  

 
Local Plan 

60. The Local Plan partnership between Chorley Council, South Ribble Borough Council 
and Preston City Council aims to develop and deliver the Local Plan for 2023. Key 
objectives set out in the position statement included completing the evidence base for 
the development of the Local Plan for 2023.  

 

61. The evidence base has now been completed, which has provided a stronger 
understanding of the boroughs’ needs. The next stage will be to draft the preferred 
options for the Local Plan for 2023, which will include proposed new polices and policy 
direction. To move forward, all three authority leaders have collaborated to discuss the 
current housing needs within their own areas to develop an agreed set of housing 
needs across the footprint. 

 
62. Objectives for 2022/23 are to release the draft preferred options document for public 

consultation by the end of the financial year, and to analyse the impacts of the recent 
Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill on the Local Plan.  

 
Chorley Leisure 

63. Chorley Leisure Ltd. is a wholly owned leisure company that provides leisure facilities 
to residents while ensuring value for money. Objectives outlined in the position 
statement included supporting the creation of business plans and an investment 
strategy, ensuring financial reporting and indicator reporting are completed, and 
monitoring of key performance indicators.  

 
64. The business plan has been prepared and presented to the Board of Directors 

alongside an investment strategy. Key performance indicators have been established 
with the Performance system. These will help to monitor performance, and quantify 
benefits secured. Currently financial monitoring is available for the leisure company as 
a whole, and so the next steps are to enable more specific financial analysis into each 
leisure centre’s performance.  

 

65. The company owned solely by Chorley Council. Its current financial position is stable. 
 

66. Objectives for 2022/23 are to review the investments into the Leisure Centres’ 
infrastructure, and to develop the financial monitoring to ensure monitoring of each 
Leisure Centre’s performance is possible.  

 
Civica Pay 
 
67. Civica Pay has been identified as a new inclusion to the Key Contracts and 

Partnerships framework as it provides the software which is used for processing all 
incoming payments to the both Chorley Council and South Ribble Borough Councils. 
The software has been used for many years and has been identified for inclusion 
following the procurement of a 3-year shared contract.  

 
68. Key benefits of the new solution are:  
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 PCI DSS compliance (relates to legal requirements for processing credit card 
information)  

 Supports the changes to Mastercard 

 Fully cloud hosted  

 WCAG 2.1 compliant. WCAG (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) is the 
accessibility guidance, which sets out how information should be displayed on 
webpages so that individuals with disabilities can read and access the pages. 

 
69. Key objectives for the next 12 months will be to move to the new cloud-based system.  
 

Climate change and air quality 
 
70. The work noted in this report does not impact the climate change and sustainability 

targets of the Councils Green Agenda and all environmental considerations are in place. 

Equality and Diversity  

71. The work noted in this report does not pose any equality and diversity implications.  
 

Risk 
 

72. Key risks and issues related to each Contract or Partnership are outlined within the 

narrative of the report. The Key Contract and Partnerships Framework provides a 

mechanism for mitigating the risk of service delivery through the council’s strategic 

partnerships by ensuing regular monitoring and management.  

 
Comments of the Statutory Finance Officer 
 
73. There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. Routine budget 

monitoring includes the monitoring of contract costs and these are reported as part of 
the overall corporate financial position.  

 
Comments of the Monitoring Officer 
 
74. As this is a monitoring report there are no legal implications which require addressing.  
 
 

Appendices  
 

Appendix A – Summary of update 

 

Report Author: Email: Telephone: Date: 

Sophie Tsang, Caroline 
Winstanley 
(Transformation 
Graduate) 

Sophie.Tsang@chorley.gov.uk, 
caroline.winstanley@chorley.gov.uk 

 06.07.22 
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Approval to go out to tender for remedial repairs to Brinscall Pool 
concrete floors 
 

Is this report confidential? No  
 

 

Is this decision key? Yes 
 

 

Savings or expenditure amounting to 
greater than £100,000 

Significant impact on 2 or more council 
wards 

  

Purpose of the Report 
 

1. To seek approval to procure urgent, essential, structural repair works through 
competitive tendering via open chest portal. 

 
2. To seek approval to delegate authority for the Executive Member (Resources) to 

award the contract under an EMD. 
 
Recommendations to Executive Cabinet  
 

3. Approval to utilise part of the approved Leisure Centre Improvements budget to enable 
essential structural repair works to be carried out to Brinscall Swimming Pool, work to 
include repairing structural floors and tank walls. This option would require the closure 
of the pool for approximately 6 months.  
 

4. Approval to undertake a competitive tender for urgent refurbishment works to Brinscall 
Pool through the open Chest portal in accordance with procurement procedures. 

 
5. To delegate authority to the Executive Member (Resource) to award the contract to 

undertake refurbishment works following completion of tender process. 
 
Reasons for recommendations 
 

6. Due to the ongoing degradation of structural steel reinforcement and concrete to the 
main pool area floors, the integrity of the pool structure has now reached a point where 
extreme failure of the structure could occur. 
 

7. Failure to repair the defective concrete floor will render the facility not safe for use in 
the very near future, requiring the closure of the pool.   
 

Report of Meeting Date 

Director (Commercial 

Services) 

(Introduced by Executive 

Member (Resources)) 

Executive Cabinet 
 

Thursday, 14 July 2022 
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8. Temporary propping has been carried out over the last 12 years to enable the building 
to remain open, however the temporary propping is no longer adequate to ensure the 
safe operation of the building.  A longer-term solution is now urgently needed to 
ensure the ongoing usability of the pool. 

 
Other options considered and rejected 
 

9. The introduction of permanent propping of floors has been considered, and detailed 
structural designs have been sought.  Appendix D shows the extend of propping which 
would be required to secure the floors to enable the facility to remain open in the short 
to medium term.  It was estimated that the propping proposed could extend the life of 
the pool for 2 – 3 years before remedial works would be unavoidable.  The costs to 
undertake this work would be considerable therefore it is considered that these funds 
would be better spent on delivering the long term solution. 

 
10. Carry out full structural repair works requiring the stripping out of the existing floors 

and recasting new structural member and floors.  Works will require the complete 
refurbishment of changing room areas and tiling of the pool deck & tank.  Significant 
additional cost would be incurred to undertake these works and would require closure 
of pool for 12 months. This could extend the pool structure life up to an additional 50 
years. 

 
11. The final option to consider would be the closure of the pool and the possible 

redevelopment of the existing site.  This option was considered not to be appropriate 
at this time. 

 
Corporate priorities 
 

12. The report relates to the following corporate priorities: 
 

Involving residents in improving their local 

area and equality of access for all 

A strong local economy 

Clean, safe and healthy communities An ambitious council that does more to 

meet the needs of residents and the local 

area 

 

Background to the report 
 

13. Brinscall swimming pool structural concrete floors and pool supports have been 
degrading over a number of years, the structural concrete to the ground floors is 
spalling due to the corrosion the steel reinforcement.  Over the last 12 years temporary 
propping has been introduced to reinforce the floors.  This degrading is now 
approaching a critical stage which could result in localised failure of the floor and 
potentially have an impact on the pool tank.  Remedial action is needed urgently to 
prevent any health and safety risks. 

 

14. Due to the extent of degradation of the concrete reinforcement and spalling of the 
structural concrete the building is now reaching a position that major repair works or 
permanent closure will be required in the near future.  Recent observations have noted 
that structural defects are becoming more apparent. 
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15. A recent follow up structural engineers’ observation indicated that (see appendix A 
email from structural engineer) the structure is worsening and now needs additional 
short term and long term rectification works 

 

16. Following the last structural engineers report, regular monitoring of the pool has been 
undertaken by a Property Service building surveyors.  Some further additional cracking 
and spalling has been noted since the most recent engineers survey in March 2022 
indicating the structural degradation of the concrete is worsening. 

 

17. The engineers have recommended that more permanent structural propping should be 
employed in their report on 24/3/22, subsequent design and pricing of the required 
propping has been undertaken and full details can be seen in appendix D. 

 

18. The additional temporary propping of floors in accordance with engineer’s design is 
essential if no repair works are undertaken soon, this should allow the pool to remain 
open for an extended period to enable more detailed analysis of options for Brinscall 
Pool site to be examined.  It is estimated that these propping works could extend the 
life of the pool for 2 – 3 years before remedial works would be unavoidable. 

 
19. Previous structural engineer who were engaged in October 2021 to review the extent 

of the concrete degradation and outlines possible options for repairing the property.  
Appendix B shows the extract of the report’s conclusions (a full pdf version of the 
report is available on request) 

 

20. The report undertaken outlined that the possible repair options: 
 

21. Undertake concrete repairs to the existing structure, works to include breaking out 
defective concrete, exposing reinforcement, treatment of reinforcement and 
replacement as required and reinstatement of structural concrete.  Budget cost for 
undertaking repairs would be in the region of £600,000 and provide a 20 year warranty 
(Please see restoration report in appendix 3). This option would require the closure of 
the pool for approximately 6 months. 

 

22. Carry out full structural repair works requiring the stripping out of the existing floors 
and recasting new structural member and floors.  Works will require the complete 
refurbishment of changing room areas.  Budget cost of repairs would be £1,200,000 
and would require closure of pool for 12 months. This could extend the pool structure 
life up to an additional 50 years. 

 
23. The final option to consider would be the closure of the pool and the possible 

redevelopment of the existing site. 
 

24. CBC will need to consult with Chorley Leisure Ltd to clarify to them the extent of the 
works required and how this will impact on the pool usage and determine a strategy to 
minimise any potential losses to CLL’s revenue and assess any reputational impact. 

 

Climate change and air quality 
 
25. The work noted in this report does not impact the climate change and sustainability 

targets of the Councils Green Agenda and all environmental considerations are in place. 
 
Equality and diversity 

26. Any requirements will be identified and undertaken if appropriate.  
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Risk 

 
27. If no short term measures are taken then the concrete pool structure could fail 

catastrophically with continued use. Whilst there is minor risk to users of the pool there 
is a more substantial risk to staff who are required to access plant beneath the pool on 
a regular basis. They already wear hard hats to enter this area for falling debris. 

 

28. If the pool fails then the short term propping option to extend life is not available and 
then more extensive works would need to be undertaken due to the potential damage 
sustained by the failure. 

 

29. If short term structural propping of the floors is undertaken this will not prevent further 
degradation of the pool structure but will prevent catastrophic collapse.  Possible pool 
closure may still occur if the pool tank leaks get any worse. 

 
Comments of the Statutory Finance Officer 
 
30. The costs can be met from the approved capital budget for Leisure Centre 

Improvements although this may mean in future further approval of budget is required 
to meet all of the objectives of this capital scheme. 
 

31. There will be costs to Chorley Leisure Limited of the closure of the pool.  While work 
will be taken to minimise this loss it is likely that some costs are not able to be avoided 
e.g. existing staffing in place and fixed overheads. The Council will work to understand 
the nature of the net costs and whether the company may need additional financial 
support during this time.   

 
Comments of the Monitoring Officer 
 
32. The risks of failure of the pool structure are highlighted in the report and the proposal 

is to properly repair the defects and protect against future risks. 
 
Appendices  
 

Appendix A :  Structural Statement 

Appendix B :  Extract from structural engineers report 6/10/2021. 

Appendix C : Restoration report 

Appendix D:  Temporary propping design. 

 

 

Report Author: Email: Telephone: Date: 

David Taylor (Asset Manager) David.Taylor@chorley.gov.uk 01257 
515151 
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Appendix A:  Structural Statement. 

 

Hi  

 

Further to our visit to Brinscall Swimming Pool this morning, we have reviewed and note the 

following: 

 

As you are aware, the building is an aging structure (built in 1911) and as such is well past 

its design life.  

 

There are many visible defects within the swimming pool retaining walls and surrounding 

walkway and floor structures.  

 

Previous remedial works have been carried out on the structure. Some of these are 

understood to be over 12 years old. Many of these have failed and require further attention.  

 

Numerous Acro props have been installed to temporarily prop the structure. Chicken wire 

has also been installed to the underside of some areas to protect against falling spalling 

concrete.  

 

We understand that the pool is inspected regularly by Chorley Council to determine any 

visible signs of further deterioration.    

 

Following the recent installation of a new stair access in to the swimming pool (within the last 

18 months), new cracks have appeared within the structure. This suggests that the condition 

of the structure is worsening.  

 

Given the severity and frequency of the defects, further action is required to prevent 

localised failure of the structure. We believe these to be as follows: 

 

Short Term Solution: Install a more substantial temporary propping scheme to increase the 

stability and extent of the current propping arrangement which is unbraced and does not 

cover all defective areas. All areas showing signs of distress to be propped by a formal 

propping scheme fully designed by a temporary works engineer. The purpose of the 
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propping scheme is to prevent collapse of the suspended slabs and allow the building to 

remain operational. Please note, there is a possibility that the suspended walkway slabs to 

the perimeter of the pool act as a restraint to the head of the swimming pool concrete 

retaining walls. Failure of the suspended walkway slabs could potentially lead to failure of 

the swimming pool walls. Further invasive testing of the junction between the head of the 

wall and end of the slab would be required to confirm this. 

 

Long Term Solution: Temporarily decomission swimming pool and replace all defective 

elements with appropriate materials.  

 

We trust the above is clear, but should you have any queries or wish to discuss further, 

please do not hesitate to contact us.  

 

Best Regards 

 

Consulting Engineers Limited 
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Appendix B:  Consulting Engineers report extract 6/10/21 

 

8 Conclusions. The swimming pool building is approximately 100 years old and has typical 

defects associated with the type of building and age of construction. The superstructure of 

the building appears to be in a sound condition with no significant structural defects. The 

ground floor of the swimming pool including the pool decking and floors over the basement 

storerooms have significant defects relating to corrosion of reinforcement due to carbonation 

of the concrete and chloride induced corrosion. We observed significant areas of fractured 

and spalled concrete to the sides and soffit of reinforced concrete beams and to the soffit of 

the reinforced concrete floor slabs. The fractures and spalled concrete have been ongoing 

for a number of years and has been caused by corrosion of reinforcement and the expansion 

forces induced by corrosion. The damaged beams and floor have been repaired in the past, 

however, the previous repairs have reached the end of their design life and have failed with 

damage occurring through previous repairs and ongoing corrosion and spalling of concrete. 

The proposals provided by Specialist UK Restoration Ltd addresses the current damage that 

is present and are offering a 20-year design warranty. They have advised that structural 

design checks will have to be undertaken and strengthening may be required for key 

elements, where significant corrosion and loss of strength has occurred. As an alternative 

we consider that the existing floor could be used a shutter and a new reinforced concrete 

floor cast over. The reinforcement and concrete would have to be designed to suite the 

atmosphere within the building. The existing floor structure can be tied back to the new slab 

thus providing support to the floor. Additional support beams would have to be installed over 

the storeroom to enable the new floor to span over and to support the existing RC floor slab. 

The new floor slab would be supported on ledger angles bolted to the loadbearing walls and 

the swimming pool walls. Existing corroded reinforcement would still have to be exposed and 

treated to reduce the risk of ongoing corrosion, however, the new floor structure would have 

a design life of up to 50years. Appropriate waterproof details and water bar details would 

have to be developed over the pool wall and around the perimeter walls to ensure watertight 

structure. There are some mild steel lintel beams that are corroding, these should be cut out 

and replaced with equivalent galvanised mild steel lintel beams. We trust that this is all 

sufficient for your purposes, however, should you have any queries then please do not 

hesitate to contact us.  
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Appendix C:  Restoration Report 
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Appendix D:  Temporary Propping 
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Approval to procure and award contract to undertake 

reconfiguration works to Strawberry Fields Digital Office 
 

Is this report confidential? No  
 

 

Is this decision key? Yes 
 

 

Savings or expenditure amounting to 
greater than £100,000 

Significant impact on 2 or more council 
wards 

 

Purpose of the Report 
 

1. To seek approval to award contracts, utilising an approved framework contractor, for 
works to reconfigure Strawberry Fields to increase the number of offices available to 
meet demand. 

 
2. To seek approval to increase the current available capital budget by seeking to borrow 

additional funds.  The additional funds will cover the projected spend and also allow a 
provision of a small contingency including for any price increases due inflationary 
pressures. 

 
Recommendations to Executive Cabinet 
 

3. Approval to award the contract for building works for the reconfiguration of first and 
ground floors to contractor A for the tendered sum. 

 
4. Approval to award contracts for ancillary works required to alarm systems, mobile 

phone boosting and carparks barrier to approved framework contractors. 
 
Reasons for recommendations 
 

5. A waiver of procurement rules has been approved to ensure works can commence on 
site and mitigate further increased materials costs (due to inflation) and realise new 
revenue as soon as possible.   

 
6. To enable the delivery of a new CCTV control room, to facilitate a change in service 

delivery, works need to be completed by October 2022.   
 

Report of Meeting Date 

Director (Commercial 

Services) 

(Introduced by Executive 

Member (Resources)) 

Executive Cabinet 
 

Thursday, 14 July 2022 
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7. Works are to be procured through an existing framework contractor who have recently 
completed reconfiguration works to the second floor of Strawberry Fields with previous 
works being used to benchmark new costs. 

 
Other options considered and rejected 
 

8. Procurement of works through open chest. The timescales to undertake approvals, 
evaluation and award would prevent delivery of changes within required timescales. 
 

9. Due to increasing manufacturing costs for glass and plasterboard delay in 
commencing works would potentially see a significant increase in cost. Current prices 
are valid until the end of July 2022. 

 
Corporate priorities 
 

10. The report relates to the following corporate priorities: 
 

Involving residents in improving their local 

area and equality of access for all 

A strong local economy 

Clean, safe and healthy communities An ambitious council that does more to 

meet the needs of residents and the local 

area 

 

 
Background to the report 
 

11. Following the successful reconfiguration of the second-floor open plan offices into 
lettable offices it has been approved by SMT in October 2021, that the ground and first 
floor open plan spaces are to be reconfigured to provide additional lettable office 
space, relocate meeting rooms and provide an internal secure CCTV room to the 
ground floor. 

 
12. The next phase of improving space utilisation is to: 

a. Create three replacement video conferencing roomsin the centre of the first floor, 
two new storerooms, extending office 14 to meet existing tenant space 
requirements, create 2 new standard offices and  create 4 ne internal glass 
offices. 
 

b. Convert existing ground floor video conferencing rooms to standard offices and 
create 2 new standard offices and create 3 new smaller glass offices.  Works will 
also create a new cctv control room for Council use.  
 

13. The changes to the first floor will generate further income over the existing revenue 
forecast. 

 

14. The changes to the ground floor will generate a further income over the existing 
revenue forecast. 

 

15. The current forecast for 2022/23 is to break even so any incremental revenues 
generated from the changes will be surplus and contribute to the achievement of the 
higher income targets set for 23/24.  
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16. Since October 2021 works have progressed to develop design, obtain statutory 
approvals and tender for refurbishment through the current contractor framework. 

 
17. Framework contractors who undertook the successful refurbishment of the second 

floor in 2020/21 were invited to provide initial costs based on a draft design in January 
2022.  The current indicated total refurbishment cost is within the original budget 
parameters, therefore detail design works where progressed and submissions to 
building control made. 

 

18. Minor amendments to the scheme have subsequently been made to comply with 
building control requirements, mainly around fire resistance requirements of the glazed 
walls on escape routes. 

 
19. The two contractors who provided the initial cost estimates have now been 

approached for confirmed costs based on the final design.  Cost have increased 
significantly due to the effects of the energy crisis, and its impact on material 
production, particularly glass and plasterboard where costs have increased in the 
region of 60%. 

 
20. Tenders return for building works are as follows: 

Contractor A   £---,--- 

Contractor B   £---,--- 

 

21. Tenders returned have been checked and materials cost and specification have been 
confirmed to be current market value. 

 
22. Additional works required to completed reconfiguration works which will be procured 

through existing frameworks: 
 

a. Alarm Systems (Changes to fire alarms and door access systems) 
 

23. The total revised budget for the reconfiguration works will be greater than the original 
budget as additional works will also be needed to include a new barrier control system 
to the carpark and the requirement to boost mobile signal reception within the ground 
floor of DOP as more internal walls being built will further inhibit signals. 

 

24. Following recent issues with a GRT encampment at Strawberry Field and the 
subsequent damage sustained to the parking areas, additional security is required to 
prevent any future reoccurrence and disruption to tenants’ businesses. 

 
25. Tennant dissatisfaction is growing due to indiscriminate parking occurring on the car 

park by individuals who are not Strawberry Fields tenants or visitors leading to a lack 
of parking. The barrier will prevent ad hoc use by visitors to the hospital or other 
neighbouring facilities. It will link in with the barrier system being installed at 
Strawberry Meadows with both monitored 24hrs a day by the new CCTV facility 
created on site. 

 
26. Options for procurement of works are as follows: 

 
a. Procure works via an ITT on open chest portal.  This method will ensure full 

compliance with procurement procedures, allowing inclusion of social values, 
maximise competitive tendering.  However this will significantly extend the 
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procurement process increasing the time before works can commence for up to 6 
months, this will mean the deadline for ensuring CCTV control room is 
operational by October 2022 will not be possible.  The delivery of new office 
space will also be delayed until early 2023 negatively affecting the revenue 
income projections. 

 
b. Procure works under a waiver using the existing tendered values with our existing 

framework contractors who have undertaken similar work for us at DOP over the 
last 18 months. 

 
c. Phase works to DOP via the construction of the control room through a waiver 

and the completion of the other office reconfiguration works through open tender.  
This will enable the control room to be complete in time for occupation in October 
2022 and will facilitate the compliance with procurement rules.  Disadvantages 
would be that the delivery of new office space will be delayed until early 2023. 

 

Climate change and air quality 
 
27. Works to be undertaken will comply with the existing building design incorporating 

modern methods of construction which employ the most efficient building materials which 
comply with the Bream code of excellence.  

 
Equality and diversity 

28. Any requirements will be identified and undertaken if appropriate.  
 
Risk 
 

29. Risk to reputation in failure to deliver needed office space at Strawberry Meadows. 

 

30. Tenants are complaining due to the lack of good mobile phone reception throughout 

the ground floor, caused by the building construction type, leading to loss of tenants 

particularly those who use hot desks and pods on the ground floor. 

 
Comments of the Statutory Finance Officer 
 
31. The increase in borrowing required for the £70k additional budget will cost 

approximately £3k per annum in MRP and interest charges.  This cost will be covered 
by the additional income generated at Strawberry Fields.  Strawberry Fields is 
budgeted to cover all costs and borrowing in 22/23 with a forecast £150k net income to 
the Council in 2023/24.  

 
Comments of the Monitoring Officer 
 
32. The proposed works are explained to be necessary in the body of the report and 

members can therefore accept they are reasonable. The proposed contract award 
follows a tender exercise in accordance with the council’s contract procedure rules and 
can be seen to demonstrate best value.  

 
There are no background papers to this report. 

 

Appendices  
 
Appendix 1:  Proposed floor plans 
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David Taylor (Asset Manager) David.Taylor@chorley.gov.uk 01257 
515151 
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Appendix 1:  Proposed Floor Plans 
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Proposed Ground Floor Layout Plan 
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Proposed First Floor Layout Plan 
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